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Across

8 Together in packs teased American about one vast, awful
tendency to regress (8 and 7)

9 Crimson dresses fashion label figure thought most unexciting —
clean clothing line by the French (8 and 7)

10 Dandy old man and home bird are, with learner, leaving one
country or another (8 and 7)

11 Novel ties and novel ties in the box (10,3)

12 Going on a while, male poet cut free verse (10 and 5)

13 Building's filled by worn-out luggage, itinerant sort welcoming
month in Paris etc (8 and 7)

14 Struggled with film about English fool First Lady thought highly
of, it's claimed (4 and 11)

The clue for 11 across is normal, with a normal

solution to be entered in the grid normally. All

other clues consist of two cryptic clues, side by

side. The two solutions they generate are to be

entered side by side in the grid but cyclically,

starting anywhere in the designated space. The

required starting points will be confirmed by

crossing letters and by the fact that, in the 26

squares around the perimeter of the grid, all the

letters A to Z appear once.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 5

February. You need to register once and then

sign in to theguardian.com to enter our online

competition for a £100 monthly prize.

Down

1 Horsey type mostly speaking up in ambiguous high voice, which
is to shake after losing heart (9 and 6)

2 Three months in US accommodation fizzle out, I heard, after rest
nursing unknown ocular trouble (4,4 and 4,3)

3 Deny Ovid was exchanging notes? I didn't hear that, to an extent
(7 and 8)

4 Best mince as bad and vile meat's less prudent (9 and 6)

5 Material in tip of trilby — old hat noble individual's seen in pubs
(7 and 8)

6 Old lady with disrespectful laugh about nurses treated older
trouble in fabulous place (7 and 2,6)

7 Contradict detective, special expert on vice, gutted computer
printout's left by current Police leader (8 and 7)


